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“The quality of a school system 

cannot exceed the quality of 

its teachers”

Source: McKinsey
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Teaching quality is the most important determinant of student outcomes…

Student 
performance
100th percentile

50th percentile

Age8 11

Students with high-
performing teachers1

Students with low-
performing teachers2

90th percentile

37th percentile

53 percentile 
points difference

1 Among top 20% teachers

2 Among bottom 20% teachers

SOURCE: Sanders and Rivers ‘Cumulative and residual effects on future student academic achievement’

Two students with 
same performance
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…and effective school leadership is critical to student achievement   
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Leadership in school

Student achievement in school

Outstanding principal

High-performing principal

Average principal

1 For leadership and student achievement, percentile implies the relative placement within the distribution 

SOURCE: A ‘meta-analysis’ of 69 studies of school leadership conducted between 1978 and 2001, involving an estimated 

14,000 teachers and 1.4 million students, Marzano, Robert J., Timothy Waters, and Brian A. McNulty, 2005

Percentile1

Effective school 
leadership includes 
three roles

▪ Instructional focuses 
on improving current 
instructional practice

▪ Change focuses on 
altering the 
instructional practices 
themselves and their 
supporting systems

▪ Administrative
focuses on maintaining 
an orderly environment, 
budgeting, and support 
functions

Replacing an ‘average’ principal with an 
outstanding principal in an ‘average’

school could increase student achieve-
ment by over 20 percentile points
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Strong consensus exists on the importance of good 

teaching and leadership…the question is how do 

we build system-wide excellence in teaching 

and school leadership?
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An example of what great teaching leadership can do: 
Long Beach math performance between 2004-2009

SOURCE: Long Beach Unified School District
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Four measures are necessary to build up the teaching profession

SOURCE: Team analysis

Teaching 

profession 

prestige

1. Higher 
standards for 
entering the 

profession

2. Professional 
development 
and career 

pathways

4. Work 
environment and 

collaborative 
practice

3. Respectable 
compensation 

and working 
conditions
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Attract high caliber candidates into the teaching profession1

Teacher pool composition 
(share of cohort)

▪ The top 5 percent

Country

▪ Korea

▪ The top 10 percent▪ Finland

▪ Singapore/

Hong Kong

▪ The top 30 percent

Candidates undergo a rigorous selection

process, have flexible career tracks, and receive 
a competitive starting salary relative to other 

professions (flatter salary structure with targeted 
increases in years 3 and 5 for cost-effectiveness)

SOURCE: How the World’ Best School Systems end up on Top,  McKinsey & Company
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Pursue high-caliber candidates from non-traditional backgrounds

Program types

Typical
candidate

▪ High-caliber college graduates, 
mid-career professionals

▪ Proven leaders, often have some 
educational experience

Program ▪ Short introductory course followed 
by early entry into classroom 
teaching

▪ Salary paid during training
▪ Commitment to teach 2-3 years

▪ Two-year program, including one 
year of on-the-job training

▪ Mentorship and intensive 
classroom learning

▪ The Netherlands Alternative 
Certification Program for 
School Leaders

Examples

▪ Teach for All Network (global)

Teacher Alternative Programs School Leader Alternative Programs

England recruited 250 teaching applicants by placing 
an office outside Lehman Brothers HQ on the day 
2000 staff were sacked

1

1 While NIE does recruit mid-career professionals into teaching, it does not give them an alternative programme of preparation

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company, Interviews, Internet

▪ Singapore National Institute 
of Education1

▪ Boston Teacher Residency 
Program (USA)

▪ New Leaders for New Schools
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During the financial crisis Singapore’s Ministry of Education 
set up a recruiting station in the financial district

1

SOURCE: Singapore Ministry of Education
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Make teacher preparation increasingly school-based and practical

SOURCE: OECD Report; UNESCO Report; New Zealand Teachers Council; Ofsted; Ministry of Education, Finland; 

Ministry of Education, Singapore, Teacher Development Agency; NIE

Pre-service practical component

2

NIE, Singapore
▪ 40% of credit in PGDE is 

practical
▪ Enhanced Partnership 

Model with schools and 
Ministry of Education

Stanford University, USA
▪ ~40% of time for 12 months
▪ Partnerships with Palo Alto 

area schools to place 
trainees

University of Melbourne, 
Australia
▪ 40% practical for 18 months
▪ A network of 30 close partner 

schools

National regulation, England
▪ A minimum of two thirds 

(66%) of teacher training is 
in practicum

▪ A network of partner schools 
for every university

“A significant practice component is 
now seen as an essential element to 
teacher preparation”

– OECD
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Introduce induction periods to transition new teachers and principals 
into the profession

Country
Teacher induction
program

Length
Years

Sweden

Australia

Canada (Quebec)

Estonia

Ireland

Japan

Korea

New Zealand

Shanghai (China)

U.K.

Boston (US)

Singapore

1

1

<1

1-2

1

1

1

0.5

2

–

1

1-3

1

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

2

1 At discretion of schools

2 Pilot

SOURCE: OECD (Teachers Matter, 2004); Wong et al What the World Can Teach Us About New Teacher Induction (2005)

�

New teachers usually receive mentors who provide 1-2.5 hours of in-class 
coaching per week (mentors work with 10-15 teaches at a time)

Induction period 
yields a retention 
rate of ~90% in 
the first 3 years

2

�
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Invest heavily in professional development 

Sweden 104

Singapore 100

169Netherlands

In-service professional development

Hours per year

SOURCE: OECD (Teachers Matter, 2004)

Netherlands 
professional 
development for teacher 
represents 10% of the 
workload

2
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Create meaningful career pathways to 
strengthen professionalism and collaborative practice

Junior 
Teacher

Classroom 
Teacher
(37%1)

Senior 
Teacher

(50%)

Methodist
(12%)

Expert
(1%)

Professional 
designations

▪Coach other 

teachers in 

the school

▪Coach other 

teachers in 

the district

▪Coach other 

teachers at 

national 

level

▪Contribute to 
writing 

national 

curriculum

▪+1 year

▪Principal’s 

decision

▪+10% extra 
salary increase

▪+2 years

▪Principal & 

municipality 
decision

▪+10% extra 

salary increase

▪+5 years

▪Municipality’s 

decision

▪+10% extra 
salary increase

▪+7 years

▪National Council2

makes decision

▪+10% extra 
salary increase

Lithuanian example

1 Includes Junior teachers.  Percentages as of 1995/1996

2 Lithuanian Teachers Qualification Institute. Nomination comes from principal and then approved by municipality first.

SOURCE: Interviews

2
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Offer ‘respectable’ teacher compensation that varies 
by system performance stage  

Incentive funding Attracting top talent

‘000 PPP USD2

49

Saxony
45

53

Ontario
55

37

Korea
58

27

Hong Kong
70

42

Singapore
59

Salary

GDP/Capita

5
6

Long Beach

16

Chile 19
14

Armenia

England 40
35

Slovenia 32
30

Poland 19
18

Lithuania 15

57
46

Boston 51
46

‘000 PPP USD1

▪ Cash prizes of 
~2,000 USD given 
to the best 
performing schools 
in each wealth 
quintile

▪ 1 additional month 
of salary if they 
achieve and 
sustain student 
proficiency targets 
over 6 months

Fair to good, Good to Great Great to ExcellentPoor to fair

Achieving ‘respectable’ salary

▪ 1 extra monthly 
salary per year 
based on class 
achievement

3
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Create consistency in educator approaches to the classroom

Teacher coach A

Teacher coach B 

Post conferenceLesson observationPre-conference

5 min 45 min 45 min

Post conferenceLesson observationPre-conference

30 min 45 min 15 min

“What is the 

lesson about 

today? OK let’s 

go”

“I don’t know 

what to ask in 

pre conf”
“I will sit at 

the front 

and watch 

students”

“You did X 

which is the 

wrong thing 

you should 

have done Y”

“Could we please 

go through all the 

details of you 

lesson plan?”

“I don’t 

know how to 

give feed-

back”

“I will sit at 

the back 

facing the 

teacher”

“What do 

you think 

went well or 

could 

improve?”

ILLUSTRATIVE

4
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The engine of sustained and continuous improvement is 
collaborative professional practice

Collaborative practice is school professionals working with 

each other to improve their practice

Study groups, professional learning communities using 
research and data

Teachers visiting each other's class rooms

Teachers doing demonstration lessons together and joint-
lesson-planning 

Teachers mentoring and coaching each other and working 
with specialist coaches and principals on instructional practice

Schools, subject groups, or system developing a consensus 
model of good practice 

Teacher and leaders reviewing student performance data 
together and jointly developing solutions

Examples

Boston, MA, 
USA 

Hong Kong

Ontario, 
Canada

Aspire Public 
Schools, USA

SOURCE: system interviews, McKinsey analysis

����
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����

����

����

4
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Developing collaborative practice requires 
deliberate design and facilitation

BASED ON BOSTON 
EXPERIENCE

We made the time for it

Effective teacher 
collaboration

We used real and 
meaningful data

We interjected 
expertise

We taught teachers 

how to collaborate

• Boston scheduled Common Planning Time, 

• Built it into the school schedule (who meets, 
how fits in day, etc)

• This took significant leadership time 
(principal, teacher leader, coach)

• It was someone’s role to prepare analysis 
beyond a single class (e.g. 4th grade math 
trends) – principal, analyst, teacher leader

• Helped teachers prioritise what data to use 
(e.g. student achievement data)

• Sought to create data-rich school 
environments (e.g. data in teacher lounges)

• It had to be facilitated and modelled by a 
capable principal, coach, teacher leader, or 
administrator…it was a new behaviour! 

• Session agendas were linked to a school 
improvement objectives (e.g. improving math) 

• Built root cause problem solving skills

• Followed up on strategies from one meeting 
to next

• Teachers came across issues for which 
solutions were not apparent

• Encourage teacher research if teachers 
have experience and skills to do it,

• Otherwise the administration, coach, or 
principal may need to source and interject 
expertise

“We found that In-school collaborative practice required greater support, not less”

4
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Capability building vs. formal accountability 
Share of professional development & training interventions 
relative to accountability interventions

The balance of capability-building and accountability shifts as systems 
improve their performance

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company interventions database 

100% =

Great to 
Excellent

32

Good to Great

54

Fair to Good

51

Poor to Fair

26

Accountability

Professional development 

and training

45
50

22
33

50 55 67 78

4
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Teachers directly receive 56% of all support interventions and only 3% 
of all accountability interventions

Support

Center/ 
Overall 
system

Schools/ 
Principals

Teachers

Students

Accountability

• Create targets
• Tracking and/or reporting 
school performance

• School inspections
& principal 
assessment

• Teacher appraisal or 
proficiency 
assessment

• Student 
assessments

• External 
partnerships

• Advisory bodies

• School coaches
• Principal professional 
development

• Teacher professional 
development 

• Teaching materials

• Textbooks
• Meeting student basic 
needs (e.g. nutrition, 
health)

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company interventions database

Percentage of interventions in reform area directed at agent among all improved systems1

1 Accountability: N = 101; Support: N = 180

8

56

20

16

44

3

35

18

4
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It is easy to create a few great instructional leaders, the challenge is to 
create a system that can deliver instructional leaders at scale

A great teacher

How to develop X-times great teachers 
simultaneously, every day, all over a country


